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OUT-OF-PLANE BANDS DISPERSION
In the main manuscript we have given evidences that in Te both the band structure and the spin
polarization vary with kz, the component of the wave vector orthogonal to the sample surface. We
include here additional data probing the periodicity of the band dispersion along this direction, as
measured by ARPES on the high-symmetry plane indicated in ochre in Fig. S1 (a), in the energy
range between 60 eV and 160 eV. Figure S1 (b) shows three constant energy maps, taken at the
local maximum of the valence band, 120 meV, and 460 meV below the maximum, respectively.
The boundaries of the Brillouin zone (BZ) are indicated by red lines. An extended plot of the band
dispersion along the triangular path ΓMΓMΓ is shown in Fig.S1(c). This path connects Γ points in
three adjacent BZs, labelled (3,0), (4,0) and (3,1), as indicated by the blue line in Fig. S1 (b). The
band dispersion follows the expected periodicity of the 3D BZ for a value of the inner potential
V0 = 10 eV.
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FIG. S1: (a) Bulk Brillouin zone (BZ) of Te. We indicate in ochre the plane in which the band dispersion
is investigated. (b) Constant energy maps acquired in this plane 0.95 eV, 1.07 eV and 1.41 eV below EF; a
red hexagon indicates the boundaries of the BZ in this plane. (c) Band dispersion along the path indicated
by a blue line in (b) and connecting Γ points in three adjacent BZ.
CRYSTAL GROWTH METHOD
Single crystals of Te of several mm length have been grown starting from high-purity tellurium
5N (Alfa Aesar). A pellet of 5 mg was sealed in evacuated vial (P = 10−5 mbar), which was kept
for three days in a horizontal furnace with a controlled temperature difference between the two
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ends, at T1 = 300 ◦C and T2 = 480 ◦, respectively.
SPIN RESOLVED ARPES DATA ANALYSIS
Here we describe the procedure used to acquire and analyze the spin resolved ARPES
(srARPES) data. The srARPES signal has been measured using very low energy electron diffrac-
tion from two magnetized Fe(001)− p(1× 1)O surfaces, as described in Ref.[1]. Energy distri-
bution curves (EDCs) of the spin-polarized photoelectron intensity (I) were measured after mag-
netizing the targets along different directions and orientations, using coils. Possible differences
in the detectors’ efficiency (of the order of few %) for opposite magnetizations have been cor-
rected by calibrating the experimental asymmetry on the spin-degenerate signal from the d bands
of polycristalline copper.
For a specific wave vector, we have used the two detectors to acquire Ii along three orthogonal
directions in the reference system of the electron analyzer. These quantities have been combined
in order to obtain the electron spin components in the reference system of the crystal surface, as
described in Ref.[2]. Afterwards, we evaluate the spin polarization according to:
Pi =
(I+i − I−i )
S(I+i + I
−
i )
(1)
where S = 0.3 is the Sherman function previously determined by measuring the spin polarization
of the Shockley surface states of Au(111). I+i and I
−
i are the spin polarized photoelectron intensity
for the target magnetized + or − along the i axis. From Pi we retrieve the spin up and down
intensity in the band structure Si, according to:
S
up/down
i = (1± Pi) ·
I+i + I
−
i
2
(2)
The spin intensity is displayed either as a function of energy in the form of spin-EDCs (see for
example Fig. S3), or in energy vs. k images, where Si is renormalized for each spin-EDC on the
total intensity, in order to remove possible matrix elements effect.
SPIN POLARIZATION AT THE H POINT
The radial spin texture is a direct consequence of the chiral symmetry of Te, and it is not a
property only of the Weyl fermions at the TRIM points. Here we give evidence of the radial spin
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FIG. S2: (a) Bulk BZ of Te, we indicate in green the plane where the spin has been investigated. Blue
arrows indicate the components of the spin polarization near H. (b) Band dispersion around H along the
HK direction indicated by a red line in (a). (c), (d) Constant energy maps at the Fermi level and 300 meV
below EF. (e) - (g) Spin up and down projections for the vector component Sx (e), Sy (f) and Sz (g). (h)
- (j) Calculated spin polarization for the three components, respectively. In all the panels the wave vectors
are calculated with respect to the position of the H point.
texture of the valence band maximum at the H point. There, the small group contains both the C31
and the C2 axes, and thereby in its proximity the spin vector must acquire a radial configuration.
We focus our study on the KHK direction, in the plane kz = π/a, as shown in the bulk BZ of
Fig. S2 (a). Data have been acquired along kx and we label the components of the spin vector
according to the reference indicated in panel (a). Sx is the component parallel to the wave vector
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along the HK direction. The other two components are in-plane Sy and out-of-plane Sz.
Figure S2 (b) shows the band dispersion near H. Several bands are visible, which we label ac-
cording to their irreducible representations [3]. The highest valence band H4 crosses EF, forming a
single Fermi sheet [Fig. S2 (c)]. Figure S2 (d) shows a constant energy map taken 300 meV below
EF, where both the H4 and H5 states are present.
Figure S2 (e) shows the spin-EDCs for the up and down projections of Sx. The spin-EDCs are
stacked along the vertical axis for increasing kx values away from H, whose position is indicated
with 0 Å−1. The data show that H4 and H5 are fully spin polarized, with opposite polarization. H4
disperses across EF and reverts its spin polarization for opposite wave vectors, in good agreement
with the ab initio calculations of panel (h). In panels (f) and (g) we show that the components
Sy and Sz of the spin polarization are below our experimental sensitivity. These findings are
expected from symmetry considerations and agree with the calculations of panel (i) and (j). Our
results indicate that the Fermi surface of Te is fully spin polarized, and that the spin has a radial
configuration in good agreement with a recent experimental report [4].
NON-RADIAL COMPONENTS OF THE SPIN POLARIZATION VECTOR AT THE WEYL
POINTS
The central point of the manuscript is the observation of a large Sx spin component in the
Weyl fermions along the ΓA and ML high-symmetry directions. Here, we discuss the results of
our vectorial mapping, by showing the other two spin components. Figure S3 (a) shows the spin-
integrated band dispersion near the A point, and three dashed lines indicate the position where
the spin-EDCs have been measured. Figure S3 (b) and (d) show the spin-EDCs for the in-plane
(Sy, b) and out-of-plane (Sz, d) components, according to the schematics given in Fig. 3 of the
main manuscript. The difference between the spin up (blue) and down (red) is very small, and
comparable to our experimental sensitivity. These results are well supported by ab initio calcula-
tions, as shown in panel (c) and (e), for the two components of the spin polarization, respectively.
Figure S3 (f) - (j) display the same along the ML direction. In this case a small but non-negligible
signal is observed in the out-of-plane spin component Sz (i). This difference is reproduced by our
calculations [Figure S3 (j)] and it is ascribed to the different symmetries along the two directions,
as explained in the main manuscript.
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FIG. S3: (a) Band dispersion along ΓA; lines indicate the wave vectors where the spin-EDCs have been
acquired. (b) - (e) Measured and calculated spin polarization along ΓA for the in-plane component, Sy [(b),
(c)] and out-of-plane component Sz [(d), (e)], respectively. (f) Band dispersion along ML. (f) - (j) The same
as in (b) - (e), but for the bands along ML.
CALCULATED THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPIN TEXTURE AROUND THE WEYL POINTS
In this section we provide additional results about the calculated three-dimensional spin texture
of the electronic states constituting the Kramers-Weyl (KW) and the accordion Weyl points. We
focus on the nodes located at the A point and along the ΓA high-symmetry direction of the BZ,
respectively, as indicated in Fig. 3 of the main manuscript. The spin vector field is computed by ab
initio methods using the Quantum Espresso package as described in the main text. We compute the
spin of each band on a sphere in the (kx, ky, kz)-space of radius 0.01 (2π/a) centered at the Weyl
points. We use a grid of 18 x 36 points in the polar and azimuthal angles coordinates, respectively.
For each Weyl point we show the two bands involved in the degeneracy. In the case of the KW
point, the band indices correspond to n = 17, 18, while for the accordion Weyl point the bands
involved are n = 16, 17. For more clarity, we also compute the projections of the spin polarization
vector on the three perpendicular planes kxy, kxz and kyz. A cartoon illustrating the sphere in
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FIG. S4: (a) Reference frame for the sphere and its sections (colored circles) in the (kx, ky, kz) - space over
which the three components of the spin vector have been computed. (b) - (c) Calculated 3D spin texture
for bands n = 17 and n = 18, respectively, on a sphere of radius 0.01 (2π/a) centered at the KW point, as
indicated in Fig. 3 of the main manuscript. (d) - (f) Calculated spin texture for band n = 17 projected on
the three circles indicated in panel (a) lying on the kxy, kxz and kyz planes, respectively. (g) - (i) The same
as in (d) - (f), but for band n = 18. In all the panels the center of the reference system is set at the Weyl
point.
momentum space, and the intersection of the sphere with the kxy , kxz and kyz planes is displayed
in Fig. S4 (a).
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FIG. S5: (a) Reference frame for the sphere and its sections (colored circles) in the (kx, ky, kz) - space over
which the three components of the spin vector have been computed. (b) - (c) Calculated 3D spin texture
for bands n = 16 and n = 17, respectively, on a sphere of radius 0.01 (2π/a) centered at the accordion
Weyl point, as indicated in Fig. 3 of the main manuscript. (d) - (f) Calculated spin texture for band n = 16
projected on the three circles indicated in panel (a) lying on the kxy, kxz and kyz planes, respectively. (g) -
(i) The same as in (d) - (f), but for band n = 17. In all the panels the center of the reference system is set at
the Weyl point.
Figure S4 shows the results for the case of the KW point. Figure S4 (b) and (c) indicate the
spin texture of band n = 17 and 18, respectively, while Fig. S4 (d) - (f) and (g) - (i) display the
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two-dimensional projections of the spin vector for the two bands, respectively. Across the sphere,
the spin vector exhibits a large component parallel to the kx direction, and it is strictly radial only
at the equator [blue circle in Fig. S4 (a)] and at the poles, where its magnitude is the largest. In
more details, while the spin projection in the kyz plane points inward or outward for all the wave
vectors in the plane, this is not the case for the other two components. In the kxy and kxz planes
the spin vector flip from outward, at the poles, to inward, at the equator (for n = 17, the other way
around for n = 18)
The peculiar spin texture of a KW point contrasts with the one that can be observed in other
Weyl points in the rest of the BZ of Te. For example, in the accordion Weyl points which appear
along the high-symmetry line ΓA, the symmetry constraints are reduced to the C31 screw axis.
Therefore, the spin is forced to point parallel to the ΓA direction only at the poles. In Fig. S5 we
illustrate the spin texture for an accordion Weyl point between bands n = 16 and 17. The panels
are organized similarly to Fig. S4 for direct comparison. In this case, both bands present the same
spin texture with the largest component of the spin vector aligned parallel to the kx direction on
both hemispheres. This is allowed by the lack of time-reversal symmetry around the accordion
Weyl point. Since it is not centered at a TRIM point, the points on the sphere of radius q around
this node do not satisfy time-reversal symmetry E(kW + q, ↑) = E(kW − q, ↓), thus having the
spin vectors on each pole pointing in the same sense along the ΓA direction. In addition, the spin
vector is radial only at the poles due to the absence of a C2 symmetry axis perpendicular to the
C31 screw axis around this Weyl point.
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